
WARM AIR 21 Jun 14 
Aviation Sports Club Gliding Newsletter 

THIS WEEKEND:         Club Cellphone 021 745 433 www.ascgliding.org 
Saturday    Instructing: Steve Wallace                      Bank Acct 38-9014-0625483-000 

  Towing: Craig Rook 
                              Duty Pilot: Roy Whitby 
Sunday.     Instructing: Peter Thorpe 

  Towing: Jaime Wagner 
                              Duty Pilot: Jonathan Pote 

MEMBERS NEWS 

SATURDAY  Instructor Ray Burns starts off 

With the annuals done the day started with three gliders to rig and tow down to 08 in preparation for Derry 
Belcher arriving to do the compass swings as the last step in the process. Tony Prentice, Enya McPherson, 
Nathan Graves , Kris Pillai, Ivor Woodfield, Peter Thorpe  and Roy Whitby  all arrived sharpish to help make it 
all happen.  Many thanks team. While all this was happening Rex Carswell started the flying programme with a 
BFR in the RDW.  One of the Sea Sprites was active all day doing short scenics for the squadron's family day 
which meant the tower was on watch.  With the power section running landing and bombing competitions and a 
lot of short Sea Sprite sorties, the radio was almost non-stop. 
 
Tony took the first launch in MW at 1315 to try flying from the backseat. We did all the normal manoeuvres,  
incipients, stalls, steep turns, side slips and so on, all perfectly executed.  By the time we landed the sky was 
starting to look interesting and Hawkeye and I managed to make 3500 and stay airborne for just under an 
hour.  That got the rest of team in the air, Kris in MP, Nathan in VF and Ivor in IV.  
 
Congratulations to Nathan who not only managed 60 minutes soaring flight for QGP but also scored the 
longest flight of the day with 88 minutes.  Well 
 

SUNDAY Towie Peter Thorpe get first turn  
 
I helped rig on Saturday morning and spent an hour afterwards de-rusting MP’s trailer but Sunday was my 
duty day as tow pilot so we did all the usual things but when I came to call for radio clearance to start all I 
got was a loud squeal when I tried to transmit.  Checked everything I could think of but no change.  I spoke to 
Rex Carswell who said it was all fine on Saturday but he did remember tightening the bezel nut on the 
headset jack plug because it was loose – maybe that had twisted the wires.  So I checked all behind the 
instrument panel but it looked fine.  By now there was a bunch of people who wanted to fly, including a new guy 
whose wife had bought him a trial flight.  I sent him away while Graham looked behind the panel and we waited 
for Rex to finish his seven course degustation lunch and grace us with his presence (he said he would have a 
quick bite to eat and then come to the field but we waited for over an hour).  Eventually he arrived and there 
was more peering behind the panel while the rest of the gang indulged in that favourite pass time of glider 
pilots – shooting the breeze.  Finally Rex announced that he had found the problem – he had indeed slightly 
moved one of the jack plugs sufficiently to allow two wires that were not touching to radiate and cause 
feedback (or some such wiggly amp type excuse).  So finally we were able to move to the 26 threshold and 
begin flying. 
  
The wind was variable at 2 knots on the ground and 280/09 at 2000ft so not much wind assistance for the 
take off.  Our duty instructor should have been David Todd but he had a dose of brain fade and forgot so 
Neville Swan kindly stepped into the breach and he and Matt Pawley finally got away at 1411 into a rather 
quiet sky.  Nathan Graves took VF for a blast while Roy Whitby and Tony Prentice checked out MP.  Matt and 
Jack Foote both had two flights while Jonathan Pote took Lance Pawley (Matt’s dad) for a fly and Hawkeye 



finished the day with a solo flight in MW.  After a late start we still managed 9 flights and all was locked 
away by 1700hrs. 
 
Ring In Duty Instructor Neville Swan adds a little Due to the non-arrival of our DI, Ray Burns asked me if I 
would take up the reins.  He and Gary Patten were to spend the day creating new accessories for his 
beloved ‘6’. 
 
After a couple of delays, the first being a minor problem with RDW’s radio (kindly fixed by Rex) (Also broken 
by Rex in the first place)  and then by the tower grounding us for the arrival of a King Air, we finally got 
going. 
 
I took four instructional flights, two each, with Matt Rowley and Jack Foote and have to say that I was 
impressed by the excellent flying demonstrated by both of these young students.  It was a pleasure to fly 
with them.   Meanwhile, Tony, Roy and Nathan took sojourns in the singles, Jonathan gave Lance (Matt’s 
father) his second glider flight and finally, Steve checked out whether he could remember how to fly MW. 
 
Not a brilliant soaring day, but very pleasant gliding. 

MP TRAILER HELP 

We are in the process of doing some remedial work on MP trailer to bring it up to WOF standard as well as 
some longer term preservation.  Gary Patten and Roy Whitby have done pretty much all of the work to date.  
We could do with a little help in couple of areas, to paint the exposed metal parts under the trailer,  and to 
reinstall the lower side walls.  We really do need a volunteer to paint under the trailer as this is essential 
before we can put the walls back on and go get a WOF.  Please can someone put their hand up for this 

CFI CORNER 

  
A plea from the engineers – please don’t use maximum wheel brake on every landing, it just wears the brakes 
out quicker.  The wheel brake is there to be used when needed and by all means lean on it when training for 
short landings but if you have touched down a bit hot or long then jamming the wheel brake on is not going to 
save the day – you will still have to walk the wing back and another 10 metres is not going to make any real 
difference, so just be a bit gentle when using the wheel brake. 

STEVE WALLACE DINNER 

Many of you know, one of our instructors, Steve Wallace, has been selected to represent New Zealand at the 
World Gliding Championships in Poland.  He is leaving town in early July.   As it is around our normal mid winter 
dinner we thought it was a real good time to have our mid winter dinner and to make it a benefit for Steve 
Wallace while we were at it.  

We will do this on Sunday 29 June 14 at 1830 at the Browns Bay RSA starting at 1830.  These guys do a really 
good "all you can eat" buffet for $25 per head.  We will also ask for a donation towards Steve's  tilt at the 
Worlds and suggest $25 per head and we would appreciate this on the night or beforehand. This is a great 
chance to get together and to help one of our very talented instructors and contest pilots as he goes up 
against the world's best.  This is not just for ASC members and the invite is open to all.  We hope Steve will 
say a few words later in the evening. 

Can you please let either Peter Thorpe or Warm Air  know if you intend to come along.   

LANDING CONTEST 

 

Prompted by a fun day with a Toi Toi Paddock and some concern at not so much flying over the winter months 
we have an idea for a rolling landing contest.  The plan is to set up a Toi Toi paddock every so often,  perhaps 
as much as every flying day.  Every club member, whatever their level, is encouraged to have as many attempts 



as they like over multiple days with the results averaged.  The winner will get the Landing Cup at the AGM so 
the contest will end on the weekend before the AGM.  It can be flown in any glider. 
 
We have tried to make this as quantifiable/standards based as possible with the intention this be judged 
from the ground and not necessarily by the instructor, (who may by flying with a pre-solo student).  The only 
bit that requires some scoring judgment is the approach but this should be pretty straight forward for most 
experienced QGP.  This was too much for our beloved CFI who is of the view only instructors should judge 
this contest spouting some tosh about instructors being paragons of virtue who could never be accused of 
underhand dealing.  Pulleeeze.  This from the same mob who have never seen you before, the day after they 
flew with you and refuse to sign off stuff in your training book...........but we digress. 
 
We considered the case where someone might nail it with a perfect score on his first attempt and decide to 
quit while he/she is ahead.  Not quite in the spirit we had in mind so we have decided the final score will be 
the total of all their attempts divided by five, or the number of attempts, whichever is the greater.  We have 
provided a small bias to allow for experience but this may be too great considering most students, particularly 
post solo, are doing lots of landings and is not fair for poor QGP.   We also thought there should be some 
significant penalties for hitting either fence while still airborne, (cos in real life its gonna hurt), and effective 
disqualification (zero marks for the attempt but the attempt counts), for missing the field altogether (landing 
before or after the field).  The Instructor(s) will also award zero points for unsafe flying.  We  have 
specified the paddock length at 150 metres.  A copy of the score sheet is below.   
 
Steve Wallace will run the first session this Saturday so have at it guys and don't break anything. 

PLB BATTERIES 

Pretty much every 406 Personal Locator Beacon bought at the time of the changeover from the old 121.5/243 
beacons are due for battery replacements.  A straight battery replacement is still available at $199 each but 



this option will soon not be available, instead you will get a replacement PLB at a much higher price.  We (Gary 
Patten) are about to send in all our club PLB as well as those of private owners.  If you want ours to go in too 
for the cheaper battery replacement, please let Gary Patten know and give him your beacon this weekend,  

QGP GROUND COURSES 

It is hoped to run a series of lectures followed by the QGP exams later this winter.   If this goes ahead, it 
will be on consecutive Tuesdays, Wednesdays OR Thursdays at 7 PM at Whenuapai.  The first session (for all, 
ESPECIALLY QGP holders!) will be on Threat and Error Management. The five subjects will follow and finally a 
seventh evening for all the exams. 

Please let me know jonathanpote47@gmail.com THIS WEEK if you would like to attend - those who have 
already passed are very welcome to come again. 

TAILPIECE 
 
Forecast for the weekend looks settled and should be good for the first run at the new landing contest.  
Unfortunately Warm Air is under starters orders both days of this weekend and both days of next weekend.  
He has even had to give away a towing day (tough luck Rook, Wagner beat you to it).  WA is sure Ivor 
Woodfield will keep up the honor of the mighty Libelle.  Naturally, progress result tables will appear in Warm 
Air from time to time.  Good luck, fly well and be safe out there.  Don't push it. 
 
Cheers 
 
Warm Air 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

   
 



DUTY ROSTER FOR MAY, JUNE, JULY 2014 Final  

             

Month Date Time Duty Pilot Instructor Tow Pilot  

  3 am K Bhashyam I Woodfield C Rook  

MAY   pm        

  4 am K Boyes A McKay D Belcher  

    pm        

  10 am K Bridges L Page P Thorpe  

    pm        

  11 am S Foreman R Burns R Carswell  

    pm         

  17 am R Forster S Wallace G Lake  

    pm        

  18 am D Foxcroft R Carswell J Wagner  

    pm        

  24 am G Healey D Todd D Belcher  

    pm        

  25 am B Hocking P Thorpe D Belcher  

    pm        

  31 am I O'Keefe P Coveney P Thorpe  

    pm        

JUNE 1 am T O'Rourke A McKay C Rook ATC cadets 

    pm        

QUEENS 2 am G Patten L Page G Lake  

BIRTHDAY   pm        

  7 am R Struyck R Carswell J Wagner  

    pm      

  8 am T Prentice I Woodfield D Belcher  

    pm        

  14 am K Pillai R Burns R Carswell  

    pm        

  15 am E McPherson D Todd P Thorpe  

    pm        

  21 am J Pote S Wallace C Rook  

    pm        

  22 am R Whitby P Thorpe J Wagner  

    pm        

  28 am K Bhashyam P Coveney G Lake  

    pm        

  29 am K Boyes I Woodfield D Belcher Mid winter  

    pm       Dinner 

JULY 5 am K Bridges L Page R Carswell  

    pm        

  6 am S Foreman A McKay P Thorpe  

    pm        

  12 am R Forster R Carswell C Rook  

    pm        

  13 am D Foxcroft R Burns J Wagner  

    pm        

  19 am G Healey D Todd D Belcher  

    pm        

  20 am B Hocking P Thorpe G Lake  

    pm        

  26 am I O'Keefe P Coveney P Thorpe  

    pm        

  27 am T O'Rourke I Woodfield R Carswell  

    pm        

 


